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How I Work & What to Expect
T HE INF L UENCES IN MY WO R K
As a Certified Hakomi Therapist, the structure and flavour of my work is undoubtedly founded
on this refined method of Somatic Mindful Psychotherapy.
However, Buddhism and the maps of Somatic Meditation are just as, if not more, foundational
in my approach. Whilst I was initially steeped in Theravada Buddhist meditation and
psychotherapy for 18 years, it was only when I stumbled onto Tibetan Tantric Vajrayana
Buddhism (Somatic Meditation), 12 years ago, that I gained access to the core, intolerable
feelings that all my previous trainings and practices had been unable to reach.
Over time, it has so significantly altered my experience and understanding of being human that
it’s impossible for me not to integrate these understandings, practices and intricate maps of the
unconscious, into my work as a psychotherapist and healer.
Finally, and somewhat cautiously, I mention my studies in Somatic Sex Education, Western
Tantra and my years of teaching Embodied Intimacy workshops. Sexual practices are so
often grossly misunderstood. Not only did it give me awareness of even more unconscious
contraction, shame and rigidity (that we accept as a given in sex), but it gave me permission to
do two important things:
1)

Use sound, movement, touch and vibration to meet painful emotional states

2)

Meet my inner world with effortlessness & ease. A permission I had never received
in all my therapeutic and meditation training.

It helped soothe traumatic states when nothing else did!
When it comes to navigating the unconscious and changing our relationship to the feelings we
don’t want feel, relaxation is key. Our feelings, literally, need room to breathe!
W HY A RE FEELINGS SO IMPO RTAN T?
Feelings are the language of the unconscious. We are so used to either blending with them (ie.
becoming these fragments of tormented and irresolvable pain), OR pushing them away and
judging them both consciously and unconsciously.
However, by becoming curious and paying attention to the body, by learning to welcome and
make space for ALL the sensations and feelings we don’t like to feel, we begin to open a secret
gateway to the substructure of our emotional world.

We have so many strategies to not feel these deeply painful and even intolerable feelings. We
drink, smoke, medicate, over-work, distract and even “think” in order to not feel. We demand
that our partners and friends behave in certain ways too, so our feelings don’t get unleashed.
And in even more unconscious and seemingly involuntary ways, our bodies have developed
well-worn grooves to move away from our unconscious distress. These habits are impulses
that were developed in the first few years of our lives. Whenever we get a hint judgment or
potential pain, an established, predictive system is set in motion: we either prepare to fight, go
into flight (leave), or organise our bodies in ways that will mitigate our pain (freeze).
So ingrained and habitual are these movements, that we no longer notice or feel them. They’re
our personalities, our characters, our protective strategies, and the water in which we swim.
They create the lens from which we see.
As very young children, when we experienced abuse, neglect, rejection, judgment, control
or even what we dismiss as a benign mis-attunement of caregivers, these bodily strategies
were the ingenious ways we found relief. Contraction, deflation, tension and dissociation
miraculously held down overwhelming feelings and reactions, and regulated our pain and
nervous systems. We hid our authentic feelings, wrapped them in a cloak of shame & hid them.
In Buddhism these feelings, and our mis-perception of them, are considered to be at the root
of all our suffering. And whilst we might be aware of some of our protective strategies, the core
and underlying feelings and mechanisms remain hidden:
This concoction of experience includes:
1.

UNDERLYING FEELINGS : Rudimentary sensations of pleasant, unpleasant and
neutral, that unconsciously animate us

2.

PERCEPTION: An automatic and unconscious MIS-perception is glued to the
feeling (that we never question). In fact, we often call it intuition!

2.

REACTIONS: We then impulsively grasp onto, push away or tense against these
feelings. These habitual responses miraculously re-ignite our feelings..

3.

JUDGMENT & SHAME: To top it all off, we are constantly judging our feelings,
ourselves and our experience.

We are at war with our bodies and ourselves.
HOW T O APPROACH FEELINGS ?
In order to befriend what we’ve spent our lives moving away from and trying not to feel,
we need to first train ourselves to sit in a much more expanded and open state of relaxed
awareness. This is usually a little tricky for us Westerners, as we tend to think it’s lazy, indulgent
and a huge waste of time to learn to relax!
Secondly ... we’re trained to work hard and pierce into our feelings to fix them!

Whilst piercing into our feelings to understand them is initially a very useful stage on the
path of self awareness, it becomes an obstacle as we deepen into the unconscious. Without
softening, expanding, befriending and gently sensing into these exiled, terrified and
fragmented feelings, we won’t be able to see them. They’ll remain hidden.
Learning to navigate the distance between the feeling and our awareness is essential in order
to build the capacity to meet what we’ve never been able to meet. As we do this we gain
new information that we’ve never been able to see before! In Buddhism, this is called “silent
illumination”: insight into the nature of our being.
WHAT T O EXPECT
This style of therapy and inquiry is deeply somatic. Whilst we start with the story or theme, we
use it as a stepping stone to drop into the underworld of the unconscious:
“As you talk about that, what do you feel?”
Some things are visible, but we’re so used to ignoring these feelings that we often can’t
actually feel them. We’ve literally tuned them out.
But if we really slow down and pay attention to the body (physical, emotional and energetic),
we can shift from our “clear” ordinary consciousness into the darkness of the unconscious.
Here, we don’t pierce, we sense into our experience. Our breathing shifts, our nervous system
settles, and we begin to feel into the weather systems of these unconscious feelings.
In many ways, this is assisted meditation. When we use the maps of Buddhism to helps us
navigate our experience, they reveal themselves as intricate and breathtaking, somatic maps of
the unconscious. They give us the ability to see and feel with a level of specificity that without
them it would be impossible to see.
In addition to our sessions, and probably most powerfully, I will give you guided practices to
support you to build your capacity to meet your feeling body. These practices:
1.

Help you develop your own, home practice

2.

Profoundly support our work together.

3.

Help you rest into the safety of the body and build a confidence to
meet all of who you are with ease.

I look forward to this journey with you.

